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After a successful career in the federal government arena of thirty-five years as a manager and project manager Paul 
continues to share his practical expertise through professional services engagements.  Under the auspices of Know 
How Works Consulting Ltd he provides value-adding services to clients who need to understand how to effectively 
apply Knowledge Management, Organizational Learning and Change Management in very practical ways to enhance 
their organization's performance.   He also delivers highly rated workshops on best practices in Knowledge 
Management (KM) and Communities of Practice (CoP).  He has long been a frequent speaker at national and 
international conferences and for specific clients where he freely shares his experience, best practice expertise and 
research.  

Since the mid-1990's Paul led the Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning activities within the Canada 
School of Public Service, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, the Bank of Canada, and Human Resources and 
Social Development Canada.  He conducted or led extensive best practice research studies in Knowledge 
Management and related areas including Employee Engagement, Talent Management and Integrated Business 
Planning.  He is the co-founder (1995) and was the long-standing chairperson of the federal public sector’s 
Interdepartmental Knowledge Management Forum (IKMF), a highly successful community of practice on the topic of 
applying Knowledge Management in the public sector.  

During his career he also managed a wide variety of projects and groups in other domains such as records and 
document management, operational analysis and business process improvement, organizational design and 
development, business and IT strategy development, IT policies, corporate planning, and systems development.  His 
educational foundation was in Business Administration with a specialization in Information Technology.

Core Competencies
 Applying best practice to client-specific needs employing the disciplines of Knowledge Management, 

Organizational Learning, Change Management and Project Management
 Effective workshop facilitation in Knowledge Management and Communities of Practice Best Practices
 Highly-regarded public speaking
 Effective launching and moderating Communities of Practice
 Successful leadership of major projects/organizational change initiatives, e.g. major corporate projects, 

organization development, business process re-engineering
 Effective management of groups and staff functions 
 Thorough research and effective adaptation of modern management and operations practices 
 Development of technology strategies and policies
 Successful Project Management for major projects involving business and IM/IT functions

Accomplishments
 Successful leadership of TBS Learning and Knowledge Management initiative (officially recognized as an 

'exemplary practice' in the Canadian government in multiple years)
 Leadership of KM Strategy Development initiatives (e.g. TBS, HRSDC)
 Successful management of major organizational change initiatives, e.g. Business Process Re-engineering

(HR function, Treasury Service); Corporate Records & Document Management
 Successful management of various sizes and types of projects and consulting groups of up to 36 full-time 

positions 
 Successful formation and management of staff functions and groups, e.g. Corporate Support, Learning 

and Knowledge Management, Project Office, Project Secretariat
 Development of key policies, frameworks and strategies, e.g. Corporate Internet Usage Policy and 

guidelines, a System Management Framework, and various IT strategies
 Frequent public speaker and workshop leader at local, national and international conferences
 Co-founder and long-standing chairperson of the Interdepartmental Knowledge Management Forum
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Career Experience

Co-founder & Chairperson of the Interdepartmental Knowledge Management Forum (1995 – 2011)

As co-founder of the Interdepartmental Knowledge Management Forum (IKMF), a highly successful informal 
Community of Practice for the Canadian government, Paul assessed the need and readiness with colleagues 
across the government and Paul developed the terms of reference and vision for the IKMF which remained 
valid and in effect throughout the entire period.  Working in close partnership with a colleague Paul successfully
co-launched the IKMF. 

As Chairperson Paul provided effective leadership and guidance to the IKMF through it's early stages of 
development, through it's growth and expansion, to a state of maturity and broad usefulness.  Paul provided 
effective strategic oversight for the IKMF as well as facilitated community development and led tactical ongoing
operations and either oversaw or effected practical accomplishments for members and other interested parties. 
The IKMF achieved it's vision and developed as an empowered community of practitioners who shared and 
learned together and reached out to their respective organizations across the Canadian government as a result.
We held monthly meetings, conducted periodic workshops, and delivered presentations at numerous 
conferences and learning events across government and around the world.  

Throughout the period (1995 - 2011) Paul compiled the lessons learned and best practices drawn from the 
experiences of each department and organization in applying Knowledge Management, and shared them freely 
with individuals and organizations wanting to learn what works and why.  Paul delivered many popular and well-
appreciated presentations of these lessons learned to governmental organizations, workshops, and conferences
as well as to private, public and international conferences and events.  

The IKMF grew in numbers to well over 500 members, including members from other countries and 
organizations around the world.  Based on verbal feedback and in accordance with the inherent value 
proposition for Communities of Practice, this number of members is a small indicator of a much broader 
constructive and insightful effect from the relationships and accomplishments of the IKMF. 

Know How Works Consulting Ltd 
Owner and Senior Knowledge and Change Management Advisor (September 2011 – present)

As an independent consultant Paul is responsible to successfully assist clients and address client needs by 
applying expertise and best practice research.  Client needs tend to require specific expertise in the effective 
application of Knowledge Management, Organizational Learning, Change Management and Project 
Management, as well as general management consulting functions and practices.  Depending upon the client 
engagement, this may entail such aspects as conducting organizational assessments, providing specific advice 
and guidance on optional approaches and applicability, developing strategies and plans, developing 
performance metrics and indicators, developing and/or monitoring and evaluating key programs and processes, 
preparing management level reports, developing and providing practical training for client-specific events, and 
facilitating workshops or other events.  

One such contract in 2012 entailed co-developing a management level strategic report on how to effectively 
implement Knowledge Management into a Management Regime in Nuclear Power Plants.  The client is an 
international agency.

The Canadian Government Executive magazine's Learning Centre offered two best practice workshops on 
Knowledge Management and Communities of Practice with Paul as the workshop leader, based upon Paul's 
experience, insights and ability to effectively teach and communicate.  

As an experienced Knowledge Management and Change Management practitioner Paul is frequently consulted 
by colleagues, research organizations, publishers and interested organizations from around the world on the 
best practices and lessons learned as described above (IKMF) and below (my KM programs and best practice 
research).  In 2014 Paul was requested by Wilmington Publishing and Information Limited, ArkGroup, a leading 
management practices research and business information publishing company, to submit a case study on the 
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat LKM program to a new research publication ('Gaining Buy-in for KM', 
published August 2014).  

Since the mid -90s Paul has  been frequently invited to lead workshops or deliver presentations on various 
topics related to Knowledge Management and Communities of Practices.  
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Canada School of Public Service 
Knowledge Management Advisor, Best Practice Research Division (April 2008 - August 2011)

Paul successfully conducted and developed Best Practice research on the topics of Knowledge Management, 
Employee Engagement, Talent Management, and Integrated Business Planning. These research projects each 
entailed extensive and detailed analysis of foundational principles and academic theories, experiential practices 
and tactics, training, performance metrics and key indicators, organizational assessment frameworks and 
models, measurement and evaluation models and frameworks, critical success factors, technologies, linkages 
with other management disciplines, optimal management styles and competencies, engagement and buy-in 
issues, and types of strategies.  It also entailed conducting peer and/or practitioner review processes to validate 
the findings of each of the studies.  The research was formulated into both management level reports and 
practitioner level materials, and shared with program areas of the School for the purpose of inclusion in future 
leadership development and training programs.   It was also shared with the Consulting Services Group for 
inclusion into the consulting practice as appropriate.  

Paul successfully conducted an in-depth Lessons Learned analysis exercise on the best practices related to the 
Canadian Government-wide Strategic Review initiative, a high-profile major governmental initiative.  The 
analysis entailed conducting a series of interviews with senior leaders (President, Assistant Deputy Minister 
level and Executive Director levels) in twelve (12) government departments and agencies to review their 
experience with the Government of Canada Strategic Review exercise within their own organization.  Best 
practices and useful tactics and approaches were identified and developed into a concise management level 
report and reviewed with the organizations which were interviewed.  The report was also provided to the 
organizational unit in Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat which was responsible for the Strategic Review 
initiative across Government.  The findings were also shared with leadership development and training units 
within the Canada School of Public Service for inclusion in leadership development or training programs.  

Paul frequently provided consulting advisory services to government departments and organizations based on 
the application of the lessons learned from the results of the best practice research projects plus extensive 
experience across government (from the Interdepartmental Knowledge Management Forum, 1995-2011) 
combined with the findings from the Best Practice research studies.  These consulting and advisory services 
frequently entailed making presentations to senior management teams, workgroups or departmental staff 
conferences, as well as conducting workshops and coaching individuals and teams.  These findings and advice 
were also shared with non-governmental and international organizations through similar advisory and consulting
services and forms including presentations to foreign governmental workshops and conferences and 
international public conferences. 

Acting as the official representative for the Best Research Division Paul participated in a number of important 
internal initiatives, including an internal employee engagement initiative, development and implementation of 
the RDIMS system, development of the official CSPS 5-year business report, assessment of numerous courses 
and programs, etc. Paul also participated in a major research study on the key themes in modern management 
in the 21st century.
 

Canada School of Public Service 
Knowledge Management Advisor, Consulting Services Division (October 2006 – April 2008)

Paul successfully completed a client engagement for a directorate of a government department for 
organizational effectiveness assessment.  This entailed conducting a series of interviews, in accordance with a 
custom-developed organizational effectiveness framework, with the directorate's management and staff and 
compiling and analysing the results, and answering concomitant questions from the directorate's management.  

Paul developed and delivered several presentations to management teams and staff within the Canada School 
of Public Service on best practices in Knowledge Management as it applies to issues, needs and opportunities 
within and across the organization. 

Paul successfully managed a client contract for a collective of small agencies which share Human Resource 
functions, issues, needs and opportunities.  This entailed providing consultation services, making presentations, 
completing reports, etc.   

Paul contributed to numerous other consulting client engagements and internal initiatives.
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Human Resources and Social Development Canada 
Special Advisor, Knowledge Management (February 2006 – October 2006)

Paul lead the Knowledge Management initiative which entailed assessing and developing a compelling vision 
and high-level strategy for the potential application Knowledge Management for the department.  A complicating
factor during this time was the government's decision to merge two separate departments, HRSDC and SDC 
and therefore, merge the two KM initiatives.  This culminated in a successful presentation of the vision and 
strategy to the senior management team of HRSDC with overwhelming support from the Deputy Minister and all 
of the senior management team.  Subsequently Paul developed a tactical plan for the organizational 
assessment exercise to identify key areas for application of Knowledge Management and Paul lead and 
facilitated the related workshops and interviews.  Paul also contributed to the development of, and provided 
ongoing consultative support to a management level Action Learning Group with a specific focus on the topic of 
assessing and adapting the department's organizational culture for KM.  Throughout these projects, Paul 
effectively employed Project Management, Change Management and Knowledge Management disciplines. 

Paul also successfully performed the role of Business Champion for the department's introduction and early 
adoption of the government-wide Records, Document and Information Management System (RDIMS).  This 
entailed the development of an optimum strategy and plan for the RDIMS pilot project within and across the 
department and as the central liaison between various business areas and the technical RDIMS project team.  

Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat 
Special Advisor, Learning and Knowledge Management (August 2000 – February 2006)

As the program lead Paul developed and lead the highly successful TBS Learning and Knowledge Management
(LKM) program, employing effective Project Management, Change Management, Knowledge Management and 
Organizational Learning disciplines.  The success of the LKM program was not only highly recognized internally 
and by other departments, it was officially recognized twice as an 'exemplary practice' at a government-wide 
level by a Committee of Deputy Ministers (COSO Learning and Development Committee), in two consecutive 
years.  

The LKM program primarily addressed the needs of four (4) separate sectors/divisions of TBS, each with it's 
own Assistant Secretary (ADM level).  As such Paul functionally reported to all four Assistant Secretaries.  The 
LKM program was a multi-faceted approach to applying many forms of KM, organizational learning, Change 
Management and Project management principles and practices, activities and processes to improve client work,
equip staff with the necessary knowledge to do their work more effectively and efficiently, provide various types 
of professional development resources and using change management and mediation techniques to resolve 
internal work conflicts.  

The program was launched with the development of the Knowledge Management Framework for TBS which 
identified the key structural and business operational areas to which KM was applied, as well as the critical and 
essential knowledge areas and categories required by and for managers and staff.  The development of the 
LKM program agenda entailed conducting detailed and extensive organizational assessments to determine and 
assess specific needs, and to consolidate and frame a series of practical action plans to achieve significant 
benefits from applying KM in TBS.  These findings were analyzed and compiled and presented in a senior 
management-level report to the four Assistant Secretaries upon which approval of the LKM program was 
secured.     

The LKM program was broad and multi-functional in it's focus on three key elements: 

 delivering core just-in-time training and learning, to increase efficiency and effectiveness of new staff,

 delivering a multi-level approach to organizational learning as a key method of work for all staff, to 
improve the effectiveness of staff and reduce the impact of a high corporate rate of attrition, and

 apply KM in all aspects of the work environment as an integral and integrative method of improving the 
leadership and management of the organization as a knowledge-based organization, with KM principles,
practices and tools integrated into the work environment, and fully leveraged when required.  
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Each element of the LKM program had a highly developed and extensive plan with concrete actions, 
deliverables, results, metrics and performance indicators.   Periodic measurement reporting for different levels 
of management was provided indicating the concrete results, deliverables and progress.  As the LKM agenda 
was successful, developed and grew so too did the KM team, up to four positions. 

The first element in the LKM agenda entailed such things as organizing and delivering frequent (once or more 
per week) time-critical and work-critical organizational learning events drawing upon knowledgeable staff and 
management as the 'teachers'.  

The second key element in the LKM agenda entailed launching and sustaining effective Coaching networks, 
internal Communities of Practice, mentoring programs, enhancing effective collaboration among cross-
functional teams, facilitating post-mortem team lessons learned workshop, and various other forms of 
organizational learning.  

The third key element of the LKM agenda entailed such things as development of a special-purpose website 
incorporating the critical knowledge components (including videos, documents and links), key tips and tricks, 
extensive professional and career development resources, key contacts for questions on difficult or complex or 
specialized subjects, and also including breaking news items of particular importance for the work.  It also 
employed KM principles and practices to resolve serious internal conflicts and work blockages, to improve key 
internal business process/policy improvement initiatives, and to facilitate a senior management (ADM level) 
review of core TBS functions and organizational responsibilities, organizing corporate events (e.g. Executive 
Committee retreats), special high-profile project interdepartmental outreach/communication events (e.g. 
Management Accountability Framework, Modern Comptrollership), and other ad-hoc requirements which were 
usually very urgent and highly sensitive in nature.  

Paul also represented TBS on various important interdepartmental committees and initiatives (e.g. 
Government-wide Leadership competency profiles development), and represented my Sector in numerous 
internal initiatives (e.g. corporate staffing strategy), as well as many other ad-hoc requirements.  

Bank of Canada 
Senior Business Consultant & Manager, Management Services Department (July 1996 – Aug 2000)

Responsible for a number of key initiatives, including: Project Manager for two business process re-engineering 
initiatives (HR processes and Treasury Services); Project Manager for the Corporate Records & Document 
Management System Project; Project Manager for the departmental IT Strategy; Lead Consultant on the 
Corporate Management Information System Project, and departmental planning process.  Acted as a senior 
consultant, e.g. prepared the 1999 Departmental Entente, and dedicated some of his time to the area of Access
to Information and Privacy issues in the Bank.  

Under a Special Assignment as Manager of the Human Resource Information System group (1998), responsible
for the management of concurrent major activities/initiatives including managing the HRIS support group, 
implementing a major software upgrade to the HRIS system (PeopleSoft and Edify), supporting a major Bank 
initiative to a new compensation system, and developing a Systems Management Framework for the effective 
management of all departmental systems.

Responsible for all management activities (project assignment, staffing, budgeting, planning, performance 
appraisals, training, etc.) related to the business consultants (12) in the Business Improvement Team. Other 
responsibilities included: key member of the Bank-wide committee responsible to implement and manage the 
Bank’s major LAN/micro platform; management of departmental LAN/micro technology and related budget (175
staff); launched and chaired the Bank’s Project Management Leadership Forum; and conducted research and/or
implemented innovative management practices, e.g. shared services, benchmarking, process re-engineering, 
Knowledge Management, best practices transference strategies, risk management.

Throughout these projects, Paul effectively employed Project Management and Change Management 
disciplines. 
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Bank of Canada 
Manager of Analytic Services, Secretary's Department (May 1993 - July 1996)

Member of the departmental senior management group. Responsible to the Department Chief for planning and 
managing various business and technical consulting & support services, including: general business analysis 
and systems studies; technology strategies (Departmental LAN Strategy); system development projects; LAN 
and micro-computing technology implementation and administration; and automated systems development and 
support.  Developed the Bank’s Internet Policy and Usage Guidelines.  Responsible as Project Manager for the 
development of the Bank’s Intranet.  Acted as a senior consultant on departmental and interdepartmental 
projects, and conducted research into innovative management practices, e.g. benchmarking, process re-
engineering, quality management, Knowledge Management.  Throughout these projects, Paul effectively 
employed Project Management and Change Management disciplines. 

Bank of Canada 
Public Debt Officer (Senior Manager) of Systems & Planning Division, Public Debt Department (Nov 
1989 - May 1993) 

Responsible, as manager, for the wide range of consulting and system support services provided by the Division
to the Department in support of the management of government debt function, including; various types and 
sizes of system development projects and various types of business studies, automated systems support, 
departmental documentation support program, departmental forms control, forms analysis and design program, 
and departmental microcomputer support.  Managed the Division consisting of 36 full-time positions and an 
annual budget of approx. $1.4 million.  Responsible for planning departmental automation projects and for 
primary liaison with the Automation Services Department on automation issues.  Responsible to co-ordinate all 
departmental projects and manage a regular project tracking and reporting mechanism.  Responsible to 
formulate and implement systems and technology strategies for the Department covering such areas as; micro-
computing, departmental systems testing, and mainframe application security administration.  Also acted as a 
senior consultant for the Department on special studies or projects, systems issues, and numerous other 
responsibilities.  Throughout these projects, Paul effectively employed Program Management, Project 
Management and Change Management disciplines. 

Bank of Canada 
Manager of the Project Office; Productivity Centre, Automation Services Department (Jan 1988 – 
Nov 1989)

Responsible for the conceptualization, strategic direction, establishment and effective operation of the Project 
Office as a critical part of the Department's major Application Productivity Program initiative. Project Manager 
for multiple concurrent projects: a corporate project to purchase and implement an advanced system 
development/project management methodology; a corporate project to develop a training strategy for 
management, project teams and business staff; and a departmental project to develop and implement a 
Productivity Measurement System (Function Point technique) related to system delivery/support.  Also acted as 
the executive secretary for a Departmental senior management Project Review Committee.  Also acted as a 
senior consultant for emerging management and IT trends and issues, e.g. developed a proposal for a 
departmental Total Quality Management (TQM) Program.   Throughout these projects, Paul effectively employed 
Project Management, Change Management and Program Management disciplines. 

Bank of Canada 
Senior Project Manager, Financial Systems, Automation Services Department (Nov 1984 - Jan 1988) 

Responsible for all systems development and maintenance of all the financial systems at the Bank.  This 
included (simultaneously): new systems development, conversion of a mini-computer application to new 
hardware, a complex mainframe accounting package software upgrade, as well as regular systems support 
activities.  Managed the Financial Systems Group consisting of 13 staff positions.  Also included were various 
other intensive studies, projects and committees for which Paul was responsible, or in which Paul played a lead 
role.  Throughout these projects, Paul effectively employed Project Management and Program Management 
disciplines. 
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Revenue Canada - Customs and Excise 
Manager/Project Manager, Systems Planning Directorate (April 1976 to October 1984) 

Responsible in a variety of positions of increasing significance and scope including Manager/Project Manager; 
Responsible for all system planning maintenance and enhancements to the Department's largest automated 
system (CEPACS); Responsible for 8 senior programmer analysts; Project Manager for the full system 
development life-cycle of numerous large automated systems; Functional Architect/Planner for the functional 
requirements definition of a major Customs and Excise system.  Throughout these projects, Paul effectively 
employed Project Management disciplines. 

Professional Certification

 Change Management Program Certification, Queens University, Industrial Relations Centre, 2007
 Leadership 360 Assessment Certification, Center For Creative Leadership, 2008

Awards and Recognition

 LKM program in TBS Recognized as an 'exemplary practice' across government, COSO Learning and 
Development Committee, 2002, 2003 

 
 Certificate of Excellence, Gradiazio School of Business and Management, Pepperdine University, California, 

2008

 Outstanding Team Award, Program Activity Architecture / Management Resources and Results Structure 
Team, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, 2004

 Award of Excellence for Outstanding Achievement (nomination), Human Resources and Social Development 
Canada, 2006  

Publications:
Article: The Rise and Fall of Exemplary Practice in Government, 'Gaining Buy-in for KM' publication, August 2014, 
ArkGroup/Wilmington Publishing and Information Ltd, http://www.wlrstore.com/ark/gaining-buy-in-for-km.aspx 

Security Clearance: Secret  (Jan 2015) 

Linguistic Profile: CCB
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